SCHOLARLY
JOURNALS

Provide future engineers with the latest research findings
and revolutionary technologies shaping the future of
ground vehicle and aerospace mobility.
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NEW-AND-IMPROVED PROGRAM.
STATE-OF-THE-ART RESEARCH.
SAE International continues to enhance its scholarly journals program by adding new titles,
implementing an improved, rigorous peer review process, and connecting readers with
groundbreaking research faster than ever before. Your students, faculty, and researchers can explore
in-depth academic studies addressing major topics within the mobility industry, including new
journals devoted to the emerging fields of automated vehicles and cybersecurity. A trusted and
neutral thought leader in aerospace and ground vehicle engineering, SAE is dedicated to providing
academic institutions like yours with quality, relevant journals that fit both your needs and budget.

FEATURED TITLES

Transportation Cybersecurity
and Privacy

Connected and Automated
Vehicles

Explore Cyber Physical System (CPS)-related areas of
transportation and privacy in passenger vehicles, commercial
vehicles, and aerospace systems, as well as rail and
maritime systems.

Investigate various facets of the lifecycle treatment
(design, modeling, controlling, testing, demonstration, and
experimentation) of connected and automated vehicles.

Broad Spectrum of Knowledge

Reviewed for Relevancy

From Alternative Powertrains to Transportation Safety, SAE’s
10+ journal titles and 7,500+ recent articles go beyond the
theoretical to provide applied knowledge regarding a variety
of pertinent industry topics.

ESCI indexing, a stringent, double-blind acceptance process,
and SAE’s new peer-review and tracking system Editorial
Manager® from Aries Systems Corporation ensure accuracy
and timeliness.

Enhanced Access

Author Accepted Manuscripts

SAE Scholarly Journal subscriptions can be accessed through
the feature-rich SAE MOBILUS® technical resource platform
from any device at any time. Intuitive search and in-platform
annotation make it easy to find the exact articles you seek and
add your notes in just a few clicks.

Want to be among the first to hear about breakthroughs and
developments important to your work? With SAE’s new Author
Accepted Manuscript program, you can read newly submitted
research from industry thought leaders, even before it has
been edited, for up to a week.

Tailored Subscription Options

P18256081

Journal subscriptions are available for both organization-wide
and individual access. With SAE’s flexible pricing model, you
can purchase only the scholarly research most relevant to your
academic institution – by volume, issue, or individual article.

GET STARTED BY CONTACTING SAE SALES TODAY!
Find your subscription match. Our team will work with you to find the
SAE Scholarly Journals subscription that best suits your institution.
+1.888.875.3976 (US and Canada Only) +1.724.772.4086 (outside US and Canada)
CustomerSales@sae.org
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